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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CAPTURE
PERFORMANCE OF FM RECEIVERS

A. J. CASTELLANO, JR.
Data-Control Systems, Inc.

Danbury, Connecticut

Summary    This paper reports on the investigation of the effect of telemetry receivers
capture ratio on overall system accuracy. Receivers with normal and improved capture
ratio were compared to evaluate the methods used to measure capture ratio, determine
the effect of I-F filter characteristics on capture ratio, and establish the penalty of
bandwidth and distortion results including waveforms, photographs and spectral
diagrams for various values of co-channel interference.

Introduction    The capture performance of an F-M receiver is a measure of its ability to
reject the modulation on a slightly weaker interfering signal and is generally considered
an important measure of receiver performance when operation in severe multipath
conditions is contemplated, for example, over water. Capture ratio is commonly defined1

as the highest value of weaker to stronger signal amplitude ratio for which the F-M
demodulator output is essentially dependent (on the average) only upon the frequency
modulation of the stronger of the two input signals.

Since the use of instrumented aircraft for acquisition of telemetry signals over water is
growing rapidly, the relationship between receiver capture ratio and received data
accuracy, presently not defined, has become the subject of increasing interest. To shed
some light on this relationship, a series of simulated multipath experiments using R-F
carriers with both F-M subcarrier and PCM modulation formats feeding receivers with
various capture ratios were performed. Although the experimental results at this writing
were preliminary, no good correlation between receiver capture ratio and data accuracy
under simulated multipath conditions was found.

Over-Water Propagation    R-F systems operated over water are always subject to
multipath interference. When the spacing between the antennas and reflecting surface is
low, the path time difference between direct and interfering waves is small, with the
result that the composite signal seems to fade in amplitude and be perturbed in carrier
phase, but no significant difference frequency components between direct and reflected
signals arise.



However, when the path time difference between direct and reflected waves becomes
sufficiently long so that the apparent instantaneous frequency difference between the
received signals is appreciable, we no longer have a simple fading situation. Now the
two received signals, when processed by the receiver demodulator, produce difference
frequency beats of large magnitude and the two signals appear uncorrelated, allowing
consideration of the undesired path signal as co-channel interference.

Response to Co-Channel Interference    When a desired signal plus co-channel
interference is applied to a data receiver the receiver capture ratio is a measure of how
much smaller the interference must be before the modulation on the interfering channel
appears in the receiver output. There are two popular methods for measuring receiver
capture ratio, both of which give good correlation when used on the same receiver. In the
first method shown in Figure 1, two F-M signal generators are tuned to the receiver band
center frequency and one generator, the “desired” signal is deviated ± 25 percent of the
receiver I-F filter bandwidth by a 10.5 kHz sine wave. The other generator, supplying the
undesired” signal, is deviated ± 251o of the receiver I-F bandwidth by a 30 kHz sine
wave and a frequency selective voltmeter is used to measure the receiver outputs at
10.5 kHz and 30 kHz. The ratio of carrier levels at which the undesired modulation is
30 db below the undisturbed desired modulation is defined as the capture ratio. The
second method of capture ratio measurement involves the application of two
unmodulated signals, one at the receiver band edge frequency and the other at band
center. The receiver output is monitored as the band edge signal level is raised from zero
toward the level of the band center signal. The interference level at which the receiver d-
c output begins to shift away from the band center value is recorded and the interfering
signal is further increased until the receiver d-c output reaches band edge voltage, at
which point the interfering signal level is again recorded. The capture ratio is one-half
the difference between the two recorded amplitudes.

Since the relative amplitude of the desired and interfering signals is an important factor
in good data recovery, careful consideration must be given to the type of receiver I-F
filter used as well as its bandwidth. Large amplitude response variations in band produce
variations in the relative amplitudes of the two signals with modulation, resulting in
degradation of the apparent capture ratio. This requirement of in band flatness leads one
to choose a constant amplitude I-F filter, even at the expense of greater distortion caused
by envelope delay variations. If the constant amplitude I-F filter is made wide enough to
minimize delay distortion, the predetection noise bandwidth of the receiver is increased,
thereby raising its threshold signal level and decreasing its selectivity.

A factor not normally considered in discussions of co-channel interference is the
influence of the beat frequency output on data accuracy. As can be seen in Figures 2 and
3, when the interfering signal level is 1 db below the desired signal, large noise outputs
are observed regardless of the receiver capture ratio.



With this in mind, a test setup shown in Figure 4 was made to evaluate the performance
of a representative data link under simulated multipath conditions. The results using an
F-M multiplex are shown in Figures 5 and 6, and the effects of multipath on a PCM
wave train are shown in Figure 7. It was observed that multipath effects were far less
severe when long period subcarriers were used and that an appreciable reduction in PCM
intersymbol interference resulted when the receiver capture ratio was improved.
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Fig. 1-Standard Setup for Measuring Capture Ratio



Fig. 2-Receiver Output Spectrum for Signal/Interference Ratio of 1.0 DB
Capture Ratio = 1.0 DB

Sweep: 5 kHz/Div.

Fig. 3-Receiver Output Spectrum for Signal/Interference Ratio of 1.0 DB
Capture Ratio = 0.9 DB

Sweep: 5 kHz/Div.



Fig. 4-Multipath Simulation Setup



Fig. 5a-Capture Ratio = 2 DB

Fig. 5b-Capture Ratio = 0.9 DB

Fig. 5-IRIG Channel 14 Subcarrier Demodulator Output for 1 DB Level Difference
Modulating Frequency: 100 CPS



Fig. 6a-Capture Ratio = 2 DB

Fig. 6b-Capture Ratio = 0.9 DB

Fig. 6-IRIG Channel 1 Subcarrier Demodulator Output for 1 DB Level Difference
Modulating Frequency: 5 CPS



Fig. 7a-No interference

Fig. 7b-Capture Ratio = 2 DB
Multipath = -1DB

Fig 7c-Capture Ratio = 0.9 DB
Multipath = -1 DB

Fig. 7-PCM Intersymbol Interface as a Function of Capture Ratio
Bit Rate: 10 KB NRZ


